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Abstract

Results of a lake model intercomparison study conducted within the framework of
Lake Model Intercomparison Project are presented. The investigated lake was Großer
Kossenblatter See (Germany) as a representative of shallow (2 m mean depth) mid-
latitude turbid lakes. Meteorological measurements, including turbulent fluxes and wa-5

ter temperature, were carried out by the Lindenberg Meteorological Observatory of
the German Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD). Eight lake mod-
els of different complexity were run, forced by identical meteorological variables and
model parameters unified as far as possible given different formulations of processes.
All models generally captured diurnal and seasonal variability of lake surface temper-10

ature well. However, some models were incapable of realistically reproducing temper-
ature stratification in summer. Total heat turbulent fluxes, computed by surface flux
schemes of lake models, deviated on average from those measured by eddy covari-
ance by 17–28 W m−2. To realistically represent lakes in numerical weather prediction
and climate models, it is advisable to use depth-resolving turbulence models (or equiv-15

alent) in favour of models with a completely mixed temperature profile. While the effect
of heat flux to bottom sediments can become significant for bottom temperatures, it has
no important influence on the surface temperatures.

1 Introduction

Lakes play an important role in local weather formation and generate specific climate20

features over the adjacent land. This is caused primarily by the dramatic difference
between the lake surface temperature and the temperature of surrounding land that
is observed almost always, except when both lake and land are covered by snow.
There are also sharp discontinuities at the water bodies’ boundaries of other thermo-
dynamic, radiation and aerodynamic surface characteristics, such as roughness height25

and albedo. This, in turn, causes significant spatial heterogeneity of surface turbulent
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and radiation fluxes in regions densely occupied by lakes and other water bodies.
Land-water contrast of these fluxes has a diurnal cycle that leads to breeze circula-
tion along the coast of large lakes during the ice-free season. In temperate climate
zones, the presence of large water bodies modifies surface-air heat exchange on a
seasonal timescale. During summers, these water bodies serve as collectors of heat5

conveyed by solar radiation, while during autumn, they release this heat by turbulent
fluxes when the water surface is warmer than the air above (Long et al., 2007). Heat
released in late autumn and early winter often leads to the development of horizontal
convective rolls in the atmospheric boundary layer when cold air outbreak events oc-
cur – the classical scenario thoroughly studied in the region of the Laurentian Great10

Lakes (e.g. Forbes and Meritt, 1984). These examples clearly show the importance of
a realistic representation of lakes in numerical weather prediction (NWP) and climate
models, such as high resolution Global Coupled Models (GCMs) and Regional Climate
Models (RCMs). Water-atmosphere interactions in lake-rich regions have usually been
ignored in these models. Lake thermodynamics and hydrodynamics have not yet been15

routinely applied within land-surface schemes. Thus, these land-surface schemes are
unable to correctly simulate surface temperature. During the last decade, however, a
number of lake models based on appropriate parameterizations of vertical turbulent
heat transport have been introduced in NWP and GCMs/RCMs. The effects of incorpo-
rating feedbacks between lakes and atmosphere are presented in a number of papers20

(Bonan, 1995; Goyette et al., 2000; Hostetler et al., 1993; Mironov et al., 2010; Dutra et
al., 2010). The lake models used there have been mainly designed to simulate thermo-
dynamic and radiation interaction between the lake surface and the overlying air. This
allows the reproduction of relevant mesoscale circulations and the seasonal cycle of
heat exchange at the lake-atmosphere interface, but lacks other interaction processes25

that are likely to be important on climate timescales (Tranvik et al., 2009). These include
the parameterization of biogeochemical interactions and surface fluxes of two princi-
pal greenhouse gases – carbon dioxide and methane. However, to the knowledge of
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the authors, no parameterization of these processes has been yet implemented in any
climate model.

Given a number of lake models representing contrasting physical approaches to
simulate lake thermodynamics, with their advantages and shortcomings, the LakeMIP
(Lake Model Intercomparison Project) initiative was launched after the Workshop “Pa-5

rameterization of Lakes in Numerical Weather Prediction and Climate Modelling” 18–20
September 2008, St. Petersburg (Zelenogorsk), Russia. LakeMIP aims at the identifi-
cation of the key processes that should be represented in different applications of lake
models (with special emphasis on climate simulation and weather forecast) regarding
the lake physics, lake chemistry, lake hydrology and lake biology, as well as the devel-10

opment and further improvement of their parameterizations (Stepanenko et al., 2010;
www.unige.ch/climate/lakemip/index.html).

In the following, the results of one particular study performed in the framework of the
LakeMIP project are presented. The analysis deals with the modelling of the thermody-
namic regime of a “very shallow lake” (in terms of lake classification in LakeMIP). The15

essential peculiarity of very shallow lakes is that they are typically polymictic, i.e. they
become well-mixed multiple times during the year. This causes two important effects:
(i) the magnitude of heat flux at the bottom of such a lake during summer is usually
much larger than that in deeper lakes; (ii) relatively large near bottom velocities cause
sediment reloading and hence increased turbidity. Higher turbidity, however, favours20

shallower temperature stratification due to major part of solar radiation being absorbed
in the vicinity of the lake surface. Hence, it is reasonable to expect periods of sub-
stantial stratification in these lakes when the wind weakens. Taking this into account,
thermal regime simulations for such lakes might differ between models depending on
the following features: (i) the presence and the type of parameterization of heat trans-25

port in lake sediments; (ii) the parameterization of turbulent mixing in the water column,
especially regarding stably stratified turbulence under wind stress; (iii) the formulation
of the absorption of solar radiation at the surface and in the water column and (iv), the
parameterizations of surface sensible, latent heat and momentum fluxes. This study
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considers the effects caused by different treatment of (i–iv) in lake models whereas
physical parameters common to all models (such as albedo etc.) were unified as far
as possible. Spectral dependency of radiation attenuation coefficients may significantly
improve the correlation between simulations and in-situ temperature measurements for
turbid lakes. However, very limited empirical data is available on such a dependency5

and hence an “integral” attenuation coefficient has been used in this study. The study
does not target at testing physical parameterizations (namely, turbulent mixing and
heat exchange at the bottom), but at quantifying the effect of these parameterizations
on lake surface temperature and heat exchange of the lake with the atmosphere.

The emphasis of this study on shallow lakes is supported by the high occurrence of10

such lakes in mid- and especially high latitudes, including lake-rich regions of Canada,
Sweden, Finland and Russia (in particular, Karalee and Western Siberia). Compared
to deep lakes, thermal inertia of these lakes is weaker. Many regions in which they are
abundant (e.g. permafrost regions) are characterized by high soil moisture content and
the presence of vast wetland areas. Taking these into account, one might expect that15

spatial contrasts in surface sensible and latent heat flux associated with the presence
of lakes would not be as strong compared to those of dryer climate zones with deeper
lakes. Nevertheless, one should consider these owing to the different mechanisms of
thermal conductivity in soil and liquid media. Moreover, it is important to reproduce
accurately the thermal regime of these lakes because the biogeochemical processes20

mentioned above, which are common in mid- and high latitudes, are known to be highly
sensitive to temperature (e.g. the release of methane is strongly dependent on temper-
ature).

In order to analyze the ability of lake models to realistically simulate the thermal
regime of lakes and turbulent fluxes in the air surface layer above water, a complete25

experimental dataset is necessary. This dataset includes the meteorological forcing (air
temperature, humidity, pressure, wind speed and its direction, solar radiation, atmo-
spheric radiation, precipitation) as it determines the upper boundary condition of lake
models, and validation data (vertical temperature profiles, sensible, latent heat fluxes
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and friction velocity at the lake-atmosphere interface). All these variables are rarely
simultaneously measured in situ on a lake over a long time period (several months).
In this study, data measured and processed at Großer Kossenblatter See (Germany)
(hereafter referred to as Kossenblatter See) by Lindenberg Meteorological Observatory
– Richard Aßmann Observatory (DWD, German Meteorological Service) from May to5

November, 2003, has been used.
The goal of this study is to assess the capability of different lake models to repro-

duce the thermal regime of Kossenblatter See and its turbulent heat exchange with
the atmosphere during the open-water season. A special emphasis is on how different
treatments of water-sediment heat exchange and vertical turbulent mixing parameter-10

izations affect the correlation of model outputs with experimental data in terms of sur-
face temperature and energy exchange with the atmosphere. Since the sensible and
latent heat flux at the water-air interface determine the heat balance in the mixed-layer
and therefore the vertical water temperature profile, the surface flux schemes are also
compared to eddy covariance measurements above this lake.15

The paper will first present a short overview of lake models and describe obser-
vations that were performed at Kossenblatter See by Lindenberg Meteorological Ob-
servatory in 2003 along with the data processing procedures. The results of model
intercomparison are then analyzed providing appropriate physical interpretations and
quantitative estimates of certain model features effects on model output. Finally, the20

most important conclusions of the paper are summed up.

2 Lake models

A short overview of lake models used in the study is provided with special emphasis
on their features relevant to numerical experiments effected using Kossenblatter See
data. A more complete description is given in the Supplement and a brief summary25

of the models’ features is presented in Table 1. All models used in this study are one-
dimensional in the vertical. Note also that the bathymetry of Kossenblatter See is rather
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flat except where it is close to shorelines (Fig. 1), thus making the one-dimensional
modeling approach reasonable. These lake models may be classified according to dif-
ferent criteria. From a point of vertical model structure, one may distinguish between
bulk or “0-dimensional” (also termed hereafter “completely mixed model”), that as-
sumes homogeneous temperature profile; “0.5-dimensional” model (FLake), represent-5

ing the vertical temperature profile as a mixed-layer united with the thermocline with
parameterized temperature-depth dependence; and one-dimensional models, explic-
itly calculating vertical temperature profile on a numerical grid (Hostetler, CLM4-LISSS,
MINLAKE96, LAKE, SimStrat and LAKEoneD). These model categories of contrasting
numerical complexity are suitable for different applications, e.g. 0-dimensional model10

may be used in paleoclimate simulations where the effective heat capacity (thermal in-
ertia) of inland water bodies is of major concerns and the numerical simplicity is crucial
for running climate model on a long timescales. On the other hand, one-dimensional
models are applied to many limnological studies where the details of temperature pro-
file become crucial and may potentially predict surface temperatures and fluxes more15

accurately on diurnal and seasonal timescales. The model of this category use either
semi-empirical parameterization of eddy viscosity and thermal conductivity including
stability parameters and wind forcing (Hostetler, CLM4-LISSS and MINLAKE6) or more
sophisticated k −ε turbulence closure (LAKE, SimStrat and LAKEoneD).

Based on the temporal discretization, models are divided into those with daily time20

steps (MINLAKE96) and diurnal-cycle-resolving models (all other models) using time
steps down to one minute.

Lake models are also different in their treatment of interaction with bottom sediments
and underlying bedrock. Four models (a completely-mixed one, Hostetler, SimStrat
and LAKEoneD) assume zero heat flux at the bottom, while the others (FLake, CLM4-25

LISSS, LAKE and MINLAKE96) compute heat conduction in sediments explicitly. Note
that in FLake, a self-similarity concept similar to that for the temperature-depth curve
in the thermocline is used to describe heat transfer in bottom sediments, while other
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models solve the thermal diffusion equation (although in different forms) for the sedi-
ment layer.

3 Observations

Großer Kossenblatter See (14◦06′37′′ E, 52◦08′15′′ N, 43 m a.s.l.) is a shallow lake in
Germany (55 km SE of Berlin) with a mean depth of 2 m and a maximum depth of5

5 m (Fig. 1). The area of the lake is 168 hectares. As illustrated in Fig. 1, most of
the modest bottom slopes occur in the lake’s marginal zone. In 2003 the Lindenberg
Meteorological Observatory performed micrometeorological measurements at this lake
from 1 May to 10 November 2003 as a contribution to the LITFASS-2003 experiment
(Beyrich and Mengelkamp, 2006; Beyrich et al., 2006). The measurement station was10

located 90 m from the eastern lake shore, accommodating the sensors listed in Table 2.
Open fetch conditions existed for winds from south-west to north-east (200◦ N to 30◦ N),
with a shoreline distance of between 380 m and more than 1 km.

The ultrasonic anemometer and the infrared gas analyzer measured the three wind
components, temperature and absolute humidity with 20 Hz sampling rate, the time15

interval used to determine the turbulent fluxes of momentum, sensible and latent heat
with the eddy-covariance method was 10 min. All other meteorological variables were
measured at 1 Hz frequency with 10 min averaging as well.

Measured data averaged at 10 min intervals passed through a data quality control
procedure consisting of several steps. For most of the collected data, quick-look plots20

were created regularly. Obvious outliers identified in these plots were flagged manu-
ally. As a second step, an automatic range test was performed for all measured pa-
rameters with lower and upper acceptance limits. The third step of the quality control
algorithm consisted of a number of automatic tests, including sensor inter-comparison
or physically-based parameter checks. In addition to these steps, the wind speed mea-25

surements in the surface data set and the turbulent flux values were generally marked
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by a special flag if distortion of the measurements from the tower and platform construc-
tions or limited fetch conditions due to proximity of the shoreline had been suspected.

Original data had a number of gaps, caused by technical problems, of the total length
of several days. For the model forcing data, these gaps were filled by linear interpola-
tion (for the slowly varying parameters, if they covered a few 10-min intervals only) or5

were replaced by data from nearby micrometeorological stations. When the wind sen-
sor at reference level (2 m) was malfunctioning, a wind speed from 0.5 m level was
extrapolated using statistically reliable linear regression between speeds at these two
levels. No gap filling was applied to the turbulent flux data.

4 Experimental setup10

The Kossenblatter See intercomparison experiment is aiming at quantifying the effects
of different physical parameterizations on agreement between lake models and ob-
servations in terms of water temperature and energy fluxes at the water-atmosphere
interface. In order to ease the interpretation of model outputs discrepancy, the param-
eters common to all models were unified as far as possible within the given model15

formulations and their software implementation. The solar radiation absorption in the
water column was represented by an exponential Beer-Lambert formulation in all mod-
els using the same attenuation coefficient. This coefficient was derived from the em-
pirical relation between Secchi disk depth zSD and attenuation coefficient λ (Poole and
Atkins, 1929), λ = kz−1

SD = 7.08 m−1, with the constant k = 1.7, and a measured mean20

Secchi disk depth zSD = 0.24 m. The open water solar radiation albedo value of 0.07
was utilized in majority of models. Dependency of the shortwave water surface albedo
to the solar zenith angle (i.e. if there is direct solar radiation) has been omitted. This is
reasonable since no empirical data exist for Kossenblatter See to compute the ratio be-
tween direct and diffusive solar radiation (if there is only diffusive radiation, the albedo25

is nearly constant). Secondly, since albedo increases at high zenith angles when the
total solar radiation is low, even large changes do not increase absorbed radiation
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significantly. The longwave emissivity of water surface entering Stefan-Boltzmann law
was set to 0.99 in all models.

The initial water temperature profile was unified despite the fact that it is not a critical
factor for the results of the Kossenblatter See simulation since the lake is being mixed
to the bottom multiple times during a year.5

The sensible, latent and momentum flux parameterizations (hereafter referred to as
“surface flux schemes”) in the near water air layer were not unified, e.g. each model
kept the scheme used in previous applications. This is mainly due to technical difficul-
ties to embed a single surface scheme in all models. As this might contribute to models’
results discrepancy, an additional surface flux scheme experiment is thus carried out10

to assess if these schemes produce significantly contrasting heat fluxes. In this exper-
iment the schemes were ran using time series of measured meteorological variables
and observed water surface temperature. Thus the surface schemes became decou-
pled from the rest of the lake models and the deviations of computed turbulent fluxes
from measured ones were caused solely by the differences between these schemes15

and of observation errors.
Lake depth (or water volume) is a crucial parameter for correctly simulating lake

thermodynamics and its interaction with atmosphere. Some of the models used in this
study explicitly take into account the variation of the horizontal cross sectional area with
depth. This requires additional information on lake morphometry, which is not available20

for the majority of small lakes that have to be parameterized in weather prediction
and climate models. Hence it was important to check if lake models are able to repro-
duce the thermal regime of a lake without detailed information on its bathymetry. For
this reason, and in order to exclude morphometry as a factor of discrepancy of mod-
els output (i.e. between those including area-depth dependence in model formulation25

and others), in all model runs the horizontal cross-section was set to constant. Three
usually used options for specifying a single lake depth can be considered: average
depth (2 m), maximal depth (5 m) and local depth at the point of measurement (1.2 m).
One may expect that specifying local depth may be optimal if a lake body is poorly
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mixed horizontally, and local vertical processes govern the local surface temperature.
Choosing average depth seems preferable when not a local, but an average surface
temperature is of primary concern (as it is when a lake model is used within NWP or
climate model). It also presents the advantage of preserving the actual lake volume.
However, to the knowledge of the authors, these qualitative speculations have never5

been supported by thorough quantitative analysis. Taking all of these into account, all
models in this study were run with a single (average) depth of 2 m, but some of them
were additionally tested using two other depth options (see Sect. 5.1).

There was not any convention on numerical integration parameters of the models,
i.e. the time step, number and spacing of horizontal model layers. The time step in10

all models allowed resolution of the diurnal cycle, except for MINLAKE96, which was
originally designed to simulate daily averaged temperature profiles and other thermo-
dynamic variables.

To clarify the role of heat exchange of the water body with underlying sediments, four
models (FLake, Hostetler, CLM4-LISSS and LAKE) were ran in separate experiments15

with the sediment layer included and neglected.
All numerical experiments did not include calibration of any model parameters or

observation data.

5 Results and discussion

5.1 Mixed-layer temperature20

5.1.1 Mixed-layer temperature in the reference experiment

The results of model simulations of mixed-layer temperature using observational data
have been analysed. The mixed-layer temperature is defined here as the temperature
of the uppermost layer in models explicitly resolving temperature profile on a numer-
ical grid or as the mixed-layer temperature itself for models that solve a prognostic25
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equation for this variable (i.e. FLake). In observational data, the water temperature at
2 cm depth was used to characterize the mixed-layer temperature. Hereafter, the “sur-
face temperature” as a synonym of “mixed-layer temperature” is employed. This should
not cause confusion with the “skin temperature” (the temperature of a very thin, less
than 1 mm, laminar layer at the very top of water column) having temperatures usually5

less than that below it (Fairall et al., 1996), because none of the models used parame-
terization of a cool skin. Figure 2 shows the time series of the mixed-layer temperature,
calculated by models versus the data of measurements. Two periods in temperature
dynamics have been distinguished: the period until the beginning of August, i.e. the
first 100 days (1 May–8 August 2003), and the period covering the remaining 90 days10

(9 August–8 November 2003) of simulation. The first period is characterized by high
surface temperatures and on average stable stratification in the water column, while
during the second period, the surface temperature generally decreases (if omitting di-
urnal cycle) causing convective mixing in the lake. In the following analysis, these two
periods will be considered separately. Figure 2 demonstrates that the majority of mod-15

els generally capture well the seasonal and diurnal variability of the surface tempera-
ture. However, some systematic peculiarities of models can be clearly identified. In the
autumn, several models considerably underestimate surface temperature, up to 2–3 ◦C.
During summer, however, the temperature maxima produced by the FLake model often
exceed observed values. The temperature simulated by the completely-mixed model20

undergoes a diurnal cycle of much less magnitude than observed.
Figure 3 shows the root mean square errors (RMSEs) of modeled surface tempera-

ture and the differences of modeled and observed means (hereafter DMs) that quantify
the systematic models’ deviations from measured data. Note that, hereafter, the RMSE
for MINLAKE96 model is not shown because this model has daily timesteps. The cor-25

relation between the calculated surface temperature and that measured for all models
and their configurations was above 0.97. For the whole simulation period (Fig. 3, panel
1), the surface temperature RMSE is in a range between 1 and 1.7 ◦C. Several peculiar-
ities are also noted for DMs. Firstly, the completely-mixed model produced the largest
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absolute value of DM (−1.21 ◦C). Then, two lake models, based on the same original
Hostetler mixing scheme, namely Hostetler and CLM4-LISSS, have quite different DMs
of 0.17 ◦C and −0.8 ◦C, respectively. This may be attributed to (i) different treatment of
solar radiation at the lake surface and below, (ii) different formulation of bottom sedi-
ments and (iii) to different turbulent flux schemes. The influence of these factors will be5

tested in subsequent sections of the paper. Thirdly, the LAKE model on one hand, and
two other k −ε models, SimStrat and LAKEoneD on the other hand, also have con-
trasting DMs of different signs (0.16 ◦C, −0.54 ◦C and −0.43 ◦C, respectively). Given
that turbulent closures for the LAKE, SimStrat and LAKEoneD are similar; this sug-
gests that differences in DMs may be largely due to the treatment of water-sediments10

exchange and surface flux schemes in these models. The role of the former will be
checked later in Sect. 5.1.2 when discussing the effect of explicit bottom sediments
heat transport in models on surface temperature.

The values of RMSE and DM for the first period of the experiment are substan-
tially different from those for the whole length of simulations (Panel 2 of Fig. 3). Com-15

pared with those, the DMs of surface temperature by the FLake and Hostetler models
are larger and positive (1.12 ◦C and 0.44 ◦C), while the temperature of the three k −ε
models deviate less from that of observations (absolute values of DMs do not exceed
0.3 ◦C). Considering that the FLake contains a bottom sediment parameterization, while
two of the k −ε models do not, this result hints that, in summer when stratification is20

typically stable, heat exchange with sediments is not strong; for simulating surface tem-
perature, it is more important to accurately reproduce the vertical turbulent mixing (that
k−ε models may perform better in this case). The temperature of the completely-mixed
model is again, on average, lower (by 1.15 ◦C) than the measured mixed-layer temper-
ature, due to the model’s inability to reproduce the top radiationally heated mixed-layer25

of the lake (the temperature of this layer in the summer of 2003 often exceeded the
temperature of lower layers by several degrees, Fig. 4).

Panel 3 of Fig. 3 shows surface temperature error characteristics in the second pe-
riod of simulations. The model DMs are quite different from those in the first period.
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Hostetler and FLake models now produce DMs close to zero (−0.20 ◦C and −0.13 ◦C,
respectively), while for CLM4-LISSS and LAKE models, the DMs are almost the same
as in the first period (−0.81 ◦C and 0.16 ◦C, respectively). It should be mentioned that
the SimStrat and LAKEoneD models underestimate the mean mixed-layer temperature
in this period significantly (−0.80 ◦C and −1.06 ◦C, respectively); that again hints to the5

lack of heat supply from bottom sediments in these models.

5.1.2 The effect of bottom sediments on the surface temperature

To check whether bottom heat flux indeed played a minor role in surface tempera-
ture variability during the first period, additional runs with three models (CLM4-LISSS,
FLake and LAKE) were performed with the routine defining the thermal interaction of10

the water column with underlying sediments deactivated. In the FLake, the sediment
layer parameterization can be explicitly switched off, implying a zero heat flux at a lake
bottom. In the CLM4-LISSS, the total thickness of the sediment and bedrock column
was reduced from 40 m to 15 cm (zero was not used to avoid numerical instability),
making its total heat capacity negligible; a zero heat flux was imposed at the bottom of15

this thin sediment layer. In the LAKE model, the heat capacity of soil was reduced by
a factor of 1000, making the soil an almost ideally conducting media and leading to an
almost zero heat flux at the lake bottom, since at the lower edge of the ground layer this
flux is zero. As for the completely-mixed model, an experiment including bottom heat
flux from the LAKE reference run (including sediments) was also performed. Table 320

shows the surface temperature error characteristics, both for reference runs and for
those neglecting bottom sediments effects.

The weakest sensitivity of the mean mixed-layer temperature to neglecting bottom
sediments during the first period had been shown by FLake (<0.1 ◦C), which produced
a slightly lower temperature than in the corresponding reference run. The other models25

demonstrated higher summer temperatures when neglecting sediments. This indicates
that the mean bottom heat flux in these models was directed from lake to sediments
in the reference run ultimately cooling the surface temperature, which is consistent
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with observations at midlatitude lakes during the warm period. CLM4-LISSS, LAKE
and the completely-mixed model proved to be slightly more sensitive to the sediment
thermal regime than FLake (maximal change in DM 0.23 ◦C for CLM4-LISSS model).
However, these DM changes are relatively small, and this supports the statement that
lake-bottom heat exchange typically is of minor importance for the thermal regime of5

upper water layers during summer in turbid lakes, even for such a shallow lake as
Kossenblatter See.

For three models, excluding interaction with bottom sediments, caused larger
changes in DM during period 2 than during first period (0.15 ◦C versus 0.07 ◦C for
FLake, 0.42 ◦C versus 0.21 ◦C for LAKE and 0.39 ◦C versus 0.17 ◦C for the completely-10

mixed model). This was a result to expect since the vertical heat exchange and hence
the bottom heat flux are larger during convective conditions than in stable stratifica-
tion. The CLM4-LISSS model, on the contrary, had less DM sensitivity in autumn than
in summer (0.09 ◦C versus 0.23 ◦C). All DMs are smaller when utilizing a zero bottom
heat flux (i.e. they become more negative or change sign from positive to negative) due15

to an absence of heat supply from sediments during the autumn cooling of the water
column.

In order to quantify the bottom sediment effect on seasonal course of lake model
surface temperature consider now the quantity

δ
(
∆T sm

)
≡
(
T 1

sm∗ − T 2
sm∗

)
−
(
T 1

sm − T 2
sm

)
, (1)20

where Tsm is the modeled surface temperature, top indices “1” and “2” denote aver-
ages over the first and second period, respectively, and asterisks are used to identify
perturbed experiment results. The perturbed experiment is those with heat flux to sedi-

ments neglected. The value δ
(
∆T sm

)
indicates how much the “summer minus autumn”

surface temperature difference is amplified or decreased in perturbed experiment. Us-25

ing DM defined above, one may express this amplification as
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δ
(
∆T sm

)
=
(

DM1
Ts∗ −DM2

Ts∗

)
−
(

DM1
Ts −DM2

Ts

)
, (2)

where DMi
Ts, i = 1, 2 is DM of surface temperature for the first (summer) or second

(autumn) period,respectively. Note also that

DM1
Ts −DM2

Ts =
(
T 1

sm − T 2
sm

)
−
(
T 1

so − T 2
so

)
. (3)

Here lower index “o” denotes observed values. This expression shows that DM1
Ts −5

DM2
Ts is the error of seasonal surface temperature difference. Using DMs from Table 3

we obtained that δ
(
∆T sm

)
= 0.63 ◦C>0 for LAKE model, that is in agreement with the

fact that system “water body – soil” has larger thermal inertia compared to water body
alone. Consider also that DM1

Ts −DM2
Ts for Simstrat and LAKEoneD models are 0.5

and 1.21 ◦C (Fig. 3). Assuming that these two models would have similar sensitivity10

to including sediments to those of LAKE we estimated that neglecting sediments may
account for at least 50 % of seasonal surface temperature difference error in k −ε
models (∼100 % of Simstrat and ∼50 % for LAKEoneD).

Performing the same analysis with CLM4-LISSS model output we get an esti-
mate that omitting sediments may account for about 55 % of seasonal surface tem-15

perature difference error in Hostetler model (δ
(
∆T sm

)
= 0.32 ◦C for CLM4-LISSS,

DM1
Ts −DM2

Ts = 0.57 ◦C). As for k −ε models this estimate is based on an assumption
that models with similar turbulence closure have similar response to including sedi-
ments.

5.1.3 The effect of depth variation on the surface temperature20

Along with reference model runs, in which the lake depth was set to 2 m (mean depth
of Kossenblatter See), additional runs were performed with models FLake, Hostetler
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and LAKE using the local depth of the lake at the point of measurements (1.2 m) and
the maximal lake depth (5 m) as input parameters (assuming no change on the sur-
face area). The effect of using these depth values on model surface temperature DMs
is displayed in Table 4. In the first period for the FLake and Hostetler models, the
DM increases with increasing depth (from 1.01 ◦C to 1.30 ◦C and from 0.36 to 0.50 ◦C5

respectively, when changing depth from 1.2 m to 5 m). However, the dependency is op-
posite for LAKE (DM decreases from 0.28 ◦C to −0.19 ◦C with the same depth change).
This can be attributed to overestimation of stratification strength (the vertical tempera-
ture gradient directed upwards) in FLake and Hostetler (see Sect. 5.2), thus reducing
heat exchange between top layers and near-bottom layers. In these models, it appears10

that when the lake depth increases, this decoupling between upper and lower layers
becomes stronger, leading to higher surface temperatures. The opposite dependence
of DM on depth obtained in the LAKE model is likely to be caused by its more intense
vertical mixing, compared to the FLake and Hostetler in summer: increasing depth
makes the modeled lake surface more “resistant” to heating by solar radiation due to15

persisting mixing of near surface layers with deeper cold layers, cooling the lake sur-
face. During the second half of August and the autumn (period 2), the DM response to
increasing depth of the three models is qualitatively similar. During the autumn, when
the heat loss to the atmosphere cools the surface water, the convective mixing brings
a lake to an almost homogeneous vertical thermal structure even in lakes of consider-20

able depth; therefore increasing depth leads to slower cooling, warmer lake and higher
surface temperature DM.

The data of Table 4 do not allow a conclusion whether local or mean depth is optimal
in the studied case for reproducing lake surface temperature. The DMs and RMSEs of
mixed-layer temperature in runs with 1.2 m and 2 m depth deviate by ∼0.1 ◦C that is in25

the range of the resolution of temperature sensors. These results also suggest that the
“optimal depth” delivering the most realistic surface temperature is model-dependent.
Thus global lake depth datasets that are derived by minimizing a single lake model error
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cost function (Balsamo et al., 2010) could lead to significant deviations from observed
mixed-layer temperature when used in other lake models.

5.2 Stratification and bottom temperature

In this section, the ability of models to reproduce the lake stratification will be briefly
considered. Time series of bottom temperatures will be analyzed. Lake stratification is5

important in limnological applications, in modeling biogeochemical processes that may
constitute feedback with climate change, and indirectly affect heat fluxes to the atmo-
sphere. As there is no observational data on the bottom temperature of Kossenblatter
See gathered in a framework of the LITFASS-2003 experiment, calculated time series
will be qualitatively examined.10

As a measure of temperature stratification, the difference between surface tempera-
ture and temperature at 1 m depth (the location of deepest temperature sensor), δT0−1,
is used. Following the methodology used in the previous section, the DMs and RMSEs
of δT0−1 between modeled and measured values were calculated (Fig. 5).

The depth of Kossenblatter See at the measurement site (1.2 m) is close to the lower15

temperature sensor (1 m), so that the bottom heat flux may significantly influence the
values of δT0−1. In order to verify this, a numerical experiment with a 1.2 m depth (Ta-
ble 5) will be compared to the 2 m depth experiment for two models including sediment
parameterization (FLake and LAKE). The stratification parameter δT0−1, defined as the
0–1 m temperature difference differ in 1.2 m and 2 m experiments, in terms of both DM20

and RMSE, by ∼0.1 ◦C. As it is comparable with the measurements error/accuracy,
sediments do not affect substantially the stratification in these models.

As seen from Fig. 5 FLake (either with active or passive sediments) and Hostetler
models overestimated δT0−1 (by 2.88 ◦C, 2.91 ◦C and 3.18 ◦C, respectively), which
means that, on average, they produced larger vertical temperature gradients (strati-25

fication) than observed. During autumn FLake and Hostetler, along with other models,
reproduced well the almost homogeneous thermal structure (weak stratification) devel-
oped due to convection (not shown). Therefore the overestimation of δT0−1 is largely
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due to the periods of very strong stratification occurring in summer (Fig. 4). It is con-
sistent with positive DMs of surface temperature produced by these models during the
first period (Fig. 3): weak mixing leads to overheating of the top mixed layer and with a
low (compared to results from other models) bottom temperature (Fig. 6). Note, how-
ever, that CLM4-LISSS which is a Hostetler-based model inheriting original Hostetler5

turbulent mixing scheme, successfully reproduced the stratification (Fig. 5). It can not
be attributed to the presence of soil heat conductance in CLM4-LISSS because bottom
heat flux should on average increase the stratification in the water column during sum-
mertime. We explain the difference in stratification between CLM4-LISSS and Hostetler
by the modification of radiation scheme in the former. Namely, the visible part of short-10

wave radiation is absorbed in CLM4-LISSS according to Beer-Lambert law below 0.6 m
depth, not immediately beneath the surface as it is in other models. For such a turbid
lake as Kossenblatter See, it means that strong heat source is located at 0.6 m depth,
not at the surface, as expected. It causes a mid-depths temperature rise and the cool-
ing of surface temperatures, leading to weaker stratification. The systematic underesti-15

mation of the surface temperature by CLM4-LISSS during the whole simulation period
(Fig. 3) supports this conclusion.

The bottom temperature in FLake and Hostetler is not expected to rise substantially
in summer due to very low turbulent heat flux from above in these models, taking into
account that solar radiation does not penetrate to the bottom due to high water turbidity.20

Figure 6 also shows that three k−ε models produce close bottom temperatures in the
summer despite two of the three models neglecting bottom heat flux. This again sup-
ports the statement that, in the summer, heat exchange with bottom sediments does
not play an important role in the thermal regime of the Kossenblatter See. However, the
bottom temperature of the LAKE model in late autumn significantly exceeds (by 2–3 ◦C)25

the bottom temperature of other models and of LAKE model with soil underneath not
taken into consideration. This is probably due to the large thickness (10 m) and thermal
properties of the soil layer that is considered in the LAKE model, enabling soil to be-
come a large source of heat in autumn for the water column. The bottom temperature of
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the CLM4-LISSS model during the summer is significantly lower (up to 10 ◦C) than that
of k−ε models, i.e. developing a very strong stratification close to bottom in this shallow
lake from the onset of the experiment. Unlike other models, the bottom temperature of
CLM4-LISSS and MINLAKE96 decreases in the first 15 days of experiment (first half
of May), suggesting that initial soil temperature profiles in these models were subject5

to low temperatures causing cooling of the bottom before heat flux from above became
high enough. The CLM4-LISSS bottom temperature series contain abrupt “jumps” of
2–3 ◦C, followed by gradual cooling that can be attributed to mixing events in the water
column. Similar events can be seen at the LAKE model bottom temperature curve.

Figure 6 demonstrates also the results from three models (FLake, CLM4-LISSS and10

LAKE) that were launched with neglected bottom sediments. The bottom temperature
response to neglecting sediments is much stronger for the CLM4-LISSS model, than it
is for the FLake and LAKE. We do not speculate about the reasons for that since the
scope of the study does not include the details of heat transfer in bottom sediments.
Note, however, that the rise of bottom temperature by 2–6 ◦C in the CLM4-LISSS dur-15

ing the first period when neglecting sediments lead to a mean surface temperature
change in this model of only 0.23 ◦C, arguing again for a minor contribution of lake-
bottom heat interaction into mixed-layer thermal regime during the summer period in
the Kossenblatter See.

5.3 Turbulent heat fluxes in water-air interface and one-dimensional heat20

balance of Kossenblatter See

In this section the ability of lake models to simulate sensible and latent heat fluxes to
the atmosphere is examined. The convention that the heat fluxes are positive when
directed upward from the lake to the atmosphere is followed. Figure 7 shows DMs
and RMSEs of calculated values for the whole period of simulation. All measured flux25

values, disregarding data flags, were involved (the effect of excluding data based on
footprint criterion will be addressed below). The RMSEs are quite large, especially for
sensible heat flux (10–14 W m−2), comparable to typical values of this flux that do not
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usually exceed several tens of W m−2. Remarkably, all models have positive DMs and
in most cases remain positive if calculated separately for the first and the second pe-
riod (not shown). This may, to some extent, be caused by surface temperature biases,
by peculiarities of surface turbulent fluxes schemes and by shortcomings of the eddy
covariance measurement technique (see discussion of the latter issue below in this5

section).
To exclude the impact of surface temperature model error and thus to test purely

surface turbulent fluxes schemes, these schemes were detached from the rest of lake
models, so that all input variables, including surface temperature, were taken from ob-
servations. The resulting error characteristics of schemes are shown at Fig. 8. It is10

clearly seen that both DMs and RMSEs of all models’ schemes remained large. All
DMs were again positive. Large RMSEs and systematic positive DMs could be caused
by violation of horizontal homogeneity of atmospheric flow when it is directed from the
nearest shores (90 m and more from the point of measurements). However, excluding
all data with wind directions from the nearest shores indicated by a footprint analysis15

(directions from 60 to 200 degrees from the north) did not reduce substantially the
deviations of surface flux scheme results from eddy covariance data.

The systematic deviation of turbulent heat fluxes calculated by lake models and
stand-alone flux schemes from those estimated by eddy covariance results in a cor-
responding difference of values of net energy flux into the lake (the net energy flux20

is defined as the sum of net downwelling heat flux at the top of the water column
and solar radiation penetrated through this surface). Net energy fluxes calculated by
lake models and averaged over the entire integration period fell within a range of 6
to 13 W m−2 whereas this flux, calculated using observational data, was 26 W m−2. To
assess if this additional heat input to the lake could be an important contribution for25

the lake’s heat balance, an additional run of the LAKE model (for which the net en-
ergy flux to the lake in the reference run was 10 W m−2) was performed; this run was
identical to the reference run, except that measured sensible and latent heat fluxes to
the atmosphere were used instead of those calculated by surface flux scheme. In this
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simulation the modeled lake surface temperature was, on average, very high with the
RMSE for the whole period being 3.83 ◦C and DM 3.02 ◦C (versus 0.99 ◦C and 0.16 ◦C
in a reference run, respectively). This suggests that the measured turbulent heat fluxes
do not allow for an observed one-dimensional heat balance in the lake to be fulfilled, as
the LAKE model has a conservative numerical scheme and was shown to reproduce5

correctly the stratification of Kossenblatter See in the reference run. To check this, the
one-dimensional heat balance of the lake using only measured data was calculated.

After integrating the three-dimensional advection-diffusion temperature equation with
a radiation source over the lake depth at a given point (location of measurements) we
get:10

ρcph
dT̄
dt

=Qz=0 + Fh,z=0 −Qz=h − Fh,z=h +R, (4)

where T is the water temperature averaged over depth, ρ – water density, cp – specific
heat at constant pressure, z is the vertical coordinate pointing downwards, h is the lake
depth, Q is solar radiation penetrated in the water column, F – downward heat flux,
and R contains vertically-integrated horizontal advection and diffusion terms. Qz=h is15

negligible due to the high lake turbidity and Fh,z=h was not measured at Kossenblatter
See. The bottom heat flux Fh,z=h, calculated by the LAKE model seemed to be small
compared to other terms in Eq. (4). Taking this into account and substituting measured
values to all terms of (4) except R, one obtains:

ρcph
dT̄ ∗

dt
=Q∗

z=0 + F ∗
h,z=0 +R +δ (5)20

where asterisks denote observed values and residual δ arises from measurement inac-
curacies, including inaccuracies of sensors and misrepresentation of real energy fluxes
by measurement techniques (such as eddy covariance for turbulent fluxes). Note also
that T

∗
derived from the integral of temperature over the lake depth cannot be directly

measured, instead is estimated using data from temperature sensors at the discrete25
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depths that contributes to δ as well. From Eq. (5), the time series of R +δ for the
whole period of measurements with temporal resolution of eddy covariance measure-
ments (30 min), using temperature sensors data at depths 2, 10, 20, 50 and 100 cm,
h = 1.2 m, global solar radiation and surface heat flux from sensors located at the mast
(Sect. 3) is calculated.5

The mean value of R +δ for the whole period was −28 W m−2. This value is con-
sistent with the values of mean one-dimensional energy balance residual obtained for
Lake Valkea-Kotinen in Finland and at other lakes (see Nordbo et al., 2011 and ref-
erences therein). The authors of this paper discuss the sources of such residual and
conclude that a known systematic underestimation of turbulent fluxes by eddy covari-10

ance technique, due to the missing contribution of large scale turbulent eddies (Foken
et al., 2008), is one of the most probable candidates. In our case the term R contributes
to the residual due to internal circulations in a lake (seiches, Langmuir circulations and
others), and also by advection from e.g. inflow. Internal circulations are not likely to pro-
vide systematic heat source at a given point when averaging over a seasonal timescale.15

The lake has no inlet so that an inflow may be caused only by brooks, underground
discharge or diffuse inflow from the catchment that are difficult to estimate in terms of
heat advection. Given moderate atmospheric precipitation rates in Eastern Germany, it
is reasonable to expect a minor effect of this inflow from the catchment on the thermal
state of the lake. Note, however, that the DMs of total turbulent heat flux produced by20

surface flux schemes range from 17 to 28 W m−2 (Fig. 8), and thus if eddy covariance
measurements underestimate the net heat flux by ∼20–30 W m−2 (entering the term
δ), this would explain a large fraction of both the mean residual of the heat balance
Eq. (5) and DMs of flux schemes.

6 Conclusions25

A one-dimensional lake models’ intercomparison study, using observation data col-
lected at Großer Kossenblatter See (Germany) during the open-water season (1 May–
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10 November) of the year 2003, was performed. All models generally captured diurnal
and seasonal variability of lake surface temperatures well, except for the “completely-
mixed” model, which substantially smoothed the diurnal cycle. FLake and Hostetler
models failed to correctly reproduce lake stratification in summer which is most likely
caused by insufficient wind-driven turbulent mixing in these models. It was shown that5

neglecting heat interaction with bottom sediments leads to no significant systematic
changes of lake surface temperature (that is of the order of temperature sensor resolu-
tion) during the May–August period. In August–October, the negative shift of the simu-
lated mean temperature, when omitting sediments, is greater (up to −0.4 ◦C), but it may
not fully explain the mean difference between calculated and measured surface tem-10

perature for lake models lacking bottom sediments parameterization. In experiments
with varying lake depth (local depth in point of measurements, 1.2 m, mean lake depth,
2 m, and maximal depth, 5 m were used), the best correspondence of calculated sur-
face temperature with measurements was obtained for 1.2 m and 2 m, while using 5 m
lead to extra thermal inertia of the modeled lake. The discrepancy in bottom temper-15

ature between models (up to 10 ◦C) seemed to be much larger than that of surface
temperature; a number of contributing factors, such as differences in vertical turbulent
mixing parameterization, initialization of soil temperature profile, thickness of the soil
layer considered in participating models, may be involved. The sensitivity of bottom
temperature to neglecting sediments was also very model-dependent. Sensible and20

latent heat fluxes provided by the lake models had a systematic positive DM with re-
spect to values measured by the eddy covariance method. The total turbulent heat flux
had a DM of 17–28 W m−2, depending on the model. Very similar values of total turbu-
lent heat flux DM were obtained when surface turbulent flux schemes were forced by
uniquely measured values (including water surface temperature). The residuals of the25

one-dimensional heat balance of the lake assessed, based on measurements only and
averaged over the whole simulation period, fell in the same range for all models. This
suggests that the eddy covariance technique underestimated turbulent heat fluxes: a
known peculiarity of this method, already reported in a number of earlier studies.
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As an overall assessment of this study of different lake models, it is concluded that (i)
turbulent mixing parameterization should be used even for such shallow turbid polymic-
tic lakes as Kossenblatter See, instead of applying the simple complete-mixing ap-
proach in order to reproduce the surface temperature correctly; (ii) the presence of
bottom sediment parameterization in a model does not much affect the course of sur-5

face temperature during the open water period when the lake temperature rises (until
the mid-August); the effect of sediments in autumn (August–October) is stronger, but
not sufficient to explain the model surface temperature systematic shift; (iii) the energy
budget at the lake surface is a primary driver for the lake surface temperature, so that
even larger errors of reproducing the bottom temperature and stratification still allow a10

quite realistic calculation of the mixed-layer temperature. This is especially important
when using lake models in NWP or climate models without subsequent knowledge of
the hydrogeology of lakes. However, it has to be pointed out that our experiment using
different lake depths, i.e. its bathymetry, showed, that using a “wrong” depth, consider-
ably different from the real one (5 m instead of 2 or 1.2 m), could lead to a substantial15

bias in surface temperature.

Supplementary material related to this article is available online at:
http://www.geosci-model-dev-discuss.net/5/3993/2012/
gmdd-5-3993-2012-supplement.pdf.
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lakes with atmosphere in midlatitudes.
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Table 1. The major features of lake models used in the intercomparison study.

Lake model,
major publications

Vertical structure/
number of layers in
reference run (lake
depth 2 m)/grid
spacing (if equidistant)

Timestep Parameterization of
turbulent fluxes at
the lake-atmosphere
interface

Turbulent mixing
parameterization

Treatment of heat flux
at the water-bottom
sediments interface

Completely-mixed
model

Bulk model/1 1 min Monin-Oboukhov simi-
larity theory with
Businger interpolation
formulas (Paulson,
1970; Beljaars and
Holtslag, 1991; Large
et al., 1994)

Homogeneous
temperature profile

Zero heat flux

FLake, Mironov
(2008), Mironov et al.
(2010), Kirillin et al.
(2011)

Parameterized
temperature profile/2
(top mixed layer and
thermocline)

10 min Monin-Oboukhov sim-
ilarity theory account-
ing for specific fea-
tures of the surface air
layer over lakes

Homogeneous
temperature profile in
mixed-layer and self-
similarity concept in
thermocline

Parameterization of
temperature profile
in bottom sediments
(soil) using self-
similarity hypothesis

Hostetler, Hostetler
and Bartlein (1990)

Multilayer/20/0.1 m 10 min A scheme from BATS
model (Dickinson et
al., 1993)

Henderson-Sellers pa-
rameterization of eddy
diffusivity, buoyant
convection (Hostetler
and Bartlein, 1990)

Zero heat flux

CLM4-LISSS,
Hostetler and Bartlein
(1990), Subin et al.
(2011), Oleson et al.
(2010)

Multilayer/25 layers 10 min An extended scheme
from CLM4 model
(Oleson et al., 2010;
Subin et al., 2011)

Henderson-Sellers pa-
rameterization of eddy
diffusivity, buoyant
convection (Hostetler
and Bartlein, 1990)

Heat conductance
in bottom sediments
(soil)

MINLAKE96, Fang
and Stefan (1996)

multilayer/16 24 h Aerodynamic bulk for-
mulae using a function
of wind speed and mo-
mentum or drag coeffi-
cient (Wu, 1969)

Empirical dependence
of eddy diffusivity on
N2 (S.1.1), bulk mixed-
layer model

Heat conductance
in bottom sediments
(soil)

LAKE, Stepanenko et
al. (2011)

Multilayer/20 1 min Monin-Oboukhov simi-
larity theory with
Businger interpolation
formulas (Paulson,
1970; Beljaars and
Holtslag, 1991; Large
et al., 1994)

k −ε with Canuto
stability functions

Heat conductance
in bottom sediments
(soil)

SimStrat, Goudsmit et
al. (2002), Perroud et
al. (2009)

Multilayer/40/0.05 m 10 min Empirical equations
(Livingston and
Imboden, 1989; Kuhn,
1978; Dingman et al.,
1968)

k −ε with Galperin
stability functions

Zero heat flux

LAKEoneD, Jöhnk and
Umlauf, (2001), Jöhnk
et al. (2008)

Multilayer/20/0.1 m 3.3 min (Rodi, 1993) k −ε with standard
coefficients

Zero heat flux
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Table 2. Meteorological variables measured at Kossenblatter See in 2003, 1 May–10 Novem-
ber, by Lindenberg Meteorological Observatory.

Variable Sensor Measurements
levels

1. Water temperature Pt-100 2, 10, 20,
50,100 cm

2. Radiation fluxes

2.1. Shortwave radiation CM24 2.20 m
2.2. Longwave radiation DDPIR 2.10 m
2.3. Water surface (skin) tem-
perature (derived from surface
radiation)

KT 15.82 2.10 m

3. Conventional meteorological variables

3.1. Air temperature HMP45D 2.00 m
3.2. Air humidity Frankenberger-

Psychrometer
2.00 m

3.3. Wind speed F460 2.00 m
3.4. Wind direction USA-1 3.85 m
3.5. Pressure P6520 1.5 m
3.6. Precipitation Pluvio 1.0 m

4. Turbulent fluxes

4.1. Momentum flux USA-1 3.85 m
4.2. Sensible heat flux USA-1 3.85 m
4.3. Latent heat flux USA-1 + LI-7500 3.85 m
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Table 3. The surface temperature DMs (◦C) in reference run and in a run with zero heat flux at
the lake bottom.

FLake CLM4-LISSS LAKE Completely-mixed model

whole whole whole whole
period period 1 period 2 period period 1 period 2 period period 1 period 2 period period 1 period 2

Including
sediments/soil
parametrization
(reference run)

0.48 1.13 −0.20 −0.80 −0.78 −0.81 0.16 0.17 0.16 −1.11 −1.32 −0.88

Excluding
sediments
parameterization
(zero heat flux at
the bottom)

0.38 1.06 −0.35 −0.72 −0.55 −0.90 0.07 0.38 −0.26 −1.21 − 1.15 −1.27
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Table 4. The surface temperature errors (◦C) in model experiments when using different lake
depths (h).

FLake Hostetler LAKE

whole period period 1 period 2 whole period period 1 period 2 whole period period 1 period 2

h = 1.2 m (local depth DM 0.39 1.01 −0.28 −0.06 0.36 −0.51 0.08 0.28 −0.14
in point of measurements) RMSE 1.59 1.96 1.07 1.42 1.62 1.16 1.03 1.20 0.83

h = 2 m (mean depth, DM 0.48 1.13 −0.20 0.17 0.44 −0.13 0.16 0.17 0.16
reference run) RMSE 1.67 2.07 1.09 1.33 1.59 0.96 0.99 1.14 0.80

H = 5 m (maximal depth DM 0.88 1.30 0.42 0.60 0.50 0.72 0.45 −0.19 1.13
of Kossenblatter See) RMSE 1.69 1.94 1.36 1.51 1.60 1.42 1.47 1.30 1.63
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Table 5. The 0–1 m temperature difference errors (◦C) in model experiments when using dif-
ferent lake depths (h). The mean observed δT0−1 is 0.50 ◦C for the whole period, 0.72 ◦C and
0.26 ◦C for 1st and 2nd periods, respectively.

FLake Hostetler LAKE

whole period period 1 period 2 whole period period 1 period 2 whole period period 1 period 2

h = 1.2 m (local depth in DM 2.90 4.48 1.21 4.30 6.22 2.24 0.09 0.15 0.03
point of measurements) RMSE 4.55 5.85 2.48 5.68 7.17 3.46 1.00 1.20 0.71

h = 2 m (mean depth, DM 2.88 4.29 1.36 3.18 4.69 1.56 0.18 0.26 0.09
reference run) RMSE 4.74 5.92 2.98 4.36 5.58 2.43 1.06 1.25 0.81

H = 5 m (maximal depth DM 0.42 0.59 0.24 2.84 4.35 1.22 0.21 0.38 0.03
of Kossenblatter See) RMSE 1.21 1.44 0.88 4.03 5.24 2.05 1.09 1.37 0.69
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Figure 1. Kossenblatter See and its neighbourhoods. The lake has no major inlet, the only outlet 
is located in its south-western section connecting it to Kleiner Kossenblatter See. The depth 
isopleths are drawn with 0.5 m increment. The location of measurement mast is denoted by red 
circle. The map is adopted from the site of Ministry of Environment, Health and Consumer 
Protection of the Federal State of Brandenburg (http://www.mugv.brandenburg.de) 

Fig. 1. Kossenblatter See and its neighbourhoods. The lake has no major inlet, the only outlet
is located in its south-western section connecting it to Kleiner Kossenblatter See. The depth
isopleths are drawn with 0.5 m increment. The location of measurement mast is denoted by
red circle. The map is adopted from the site of Ministry of Environment, Health and Consumer
Protection of the Federal State of Brandenburg (http://www.mugv.brandenburg.de).
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 23 

 

Figure 2. Time series of mixed-layer temperature of Kossenblatter See by models and from 
observations. The time is counted from 00:00 GMT 1 May 2003  Fig. 2. Time series of mixed-layer temperature of Kossenblatter See by models and from ob-

servations. The time is counted from 00:00 GMT 1 May 2003.
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Figure 3. Differences between modeled and observed means and models' RMSEs of mixed-layer 
temperature Fig. 3. Differences between modeled and observed means and models’ RMSEs of mixed-layer

temperature.
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Figure 4. Times series of 0-1 m temperature difference by models and from observations 
(the depth in a point of observations is 1.2 m). The time is counted from 00:00 GMT 1 May 
2003 

 

Figure 5. Difference between modeled and observed means and models' RMSEs of δT0-1 
(temperature difference between 0 and 1 m depth)  

Fig. 4. Times series of 0–1 m temperature difference by models and from observations (the
depth in a point of observations is 1.2 m). The time is counted from 00:00 GMT 1 May 2003.
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Figure 4. Times series of 0-1 m temperature difference by models and from observations 
(the depth in a point of observations is 1.2 m). The time is counted from 00:00 GMT 1 May 
2003 

 

Figure 5. Difference between modeled and observed means and models' RMSEs of δT0-1 
(temperature difference between 0 and 1 m depth)  Fig. 5. Difference between modeled and observed means and models’ RMSEs of δT0−1 (tem-

perature difference between 0 and 1 m depth).
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Figure 6. Time series of bottom temperature of Kos senblatter See produced by models. The time is 
counted from 00:00 GMT 1 May 2003 

Fig. 6. Time series of bottom temperature of Kossenblatter See produced by models. The time
is counted from 00:00 GMT 1 May 2003.
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Figure 7. Differences between modeled and observed means and models' RMSEs of sensible and 
latent heat flux. The mean measured sensible heat flux is 8 W/m2 and mean latent heat flux is 69 
W/m2 

Fig. 7. Differences between modeled and observed means and models’ RMSEs of sensible
and latent heat flux. The mean measured sensible heat flux is 8 W m−2 and mean latent heat
flux is 69 W m−2.
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Figure 7. Differences between modeled and observed means and models' RMSEs of sensible and 
latent heat flux. The mean measured sensible heat flux is 8 W/m2 and mean latent heat flux is 69 
W/m2 

Fig. 8. Difference between computed and observed means and RMSEs of sensible and latent
heat flux by standalone surface turbulent flux schemes. The mean measured sensible heat flux
is 8 W m−2 and mean latent heat flux is 69 W m−2.
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